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PHRASEOLOGY – DELIVERY 

This document is intended for simulation use only on the IVAO network! DO not use for real 

life or in other networks. 

In this document we will teach you to use the correct phraseology used by a Delivery 

controller. 

At this stage you should already be familiar with the duties of a delivery controller. The 

examples in this document are for reference only, and should not be used during your 

online sessions. 

Before starting with this document, make sure you have read the PHRASEOLOGY – GENERAL 

document. 

 

ISSUE OF CLEARANCE AND READ-BACK 
GENERAL REMARKS 

Controllers should pass a clearance slowly and clearly since the pilot needs to write it down, 

thus avoiding wasteful repetition. If possible, a route clearance should be passed to an 

aircraft before start up. Avoid passing a clearance to a pilot engaged in taxiing manoeuvres 

and never pass a clearance when the pilot is engaged in line up or take-off manoeuvres. 

 

A read-back is intended to check whether or not the pilot understood everything correctly, 

the pilot will read-back the things he/she understood from your transmission, so always 

make sure you pass a clearance slowly and clearly. Always make sure the pilot gives a correct 

read-back of the route clearance. 

 

CL EARANCE 

The clearance is the authorisation for an aircraft to proceed under conditions specified by 

the ATC. In the case of a delivery controller, this would be a departure clearance. 

 

A departure clearance tells the pilot his flight plan is correct, always check this before giving 

a clearance, and gives him extra information such as the departure route to be followed, his 

transponder code etc. 

 

A departure clearance should always include the following: 

[Aircraft call sign], cleared to [destination], via [departure route], runway [active runway], 

initial [initial altitude], squawk [transponder code]. 
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Note: the runway in use is not mandatory, pilots are required to check the controllers ATIS 

before requesting a clearance, from the ATIS they should know the runway in use. But it is 

good practise to include the runway is use to avoid frequency cluttering. 

 

When the read back is correct, you may issue a start-up clearance and transfer the aircraft to 

the next controller. 

EX AMPL E 

 ATC | Pilot 

 

 

Brussels Delivery, BEL987 gate 167, Airbus 319, information A, request IFR clearance 

to Frankfurt. 

 

BEL987, information A correct. Cleared to Frankfurt, SOPOK7C, runway 25R, initial 

FL60, squawk 7125. 

 
Cleared to Frankfurt, SOPOK7C runway 25R, initial FL60, squawk 7125, BEL987 

 

BEL987, read back correct. Start-up approved, contact Ground 121.875 for push 

back. 

 
Start-up approved, Ground 121.875 for push back, BEL987. 

 


